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this is from 1987 and it is the only deathrock release on here. it features the songs of candy trash. this is a good representation of the style and even has the old candy trash paintings available here. this is a good cold-wave, grind, or noise release, but not really a punk release. it does have a slight industrial influence and even some tape hiss, but its not really essential,
though if you had never heard the candy trash before, it would make a nice introduction to their music. i would say this is the best of the bunch, but that would be unfair to the rest. i went with candy trash because this gets played the most, and its a good release for what it is. the first thing i notice about this is it seems to be much darker and significantly looser than

everything else in this compilation. this is a great, complex, and much more musical release. the music seems to be influenced by the legendary pink dots and a little bit of "unidentified". the whole way the music is put together is really cool and with all the natural sounds in here, this almost sounds like how a haunted house might sound. if this track was just a bit longer,
this may have made a much higher spot, since the genre uses it well. i think people just need to throw in a few more tracks of this genre before declaring it to be a good, good release. but its a good one nonetheless. justin broadrick is a god, and the other guy who makes up this project is another god. this entire tape is filled with strange music and sounds that i have never
heard before. they are sometimes too intense and sometimes too silly to like. there are too many strange sounds and sounds that just don't really work, but some do, and some do not. some of the sounds, the weird found sounds, seem to go on forever and the quality of the tape is pretty bad. the music is never really defined either, so one can't really relate it to any theme
or sound in particular. it's not really even punk (the artist's name and a few of the songs suggest otherwise, but the music hardly fits). i think this may even be the weakest piece on here, but the others are so high that i decided to put this here in hopes of making it look better. this is a good recording and i hope more people hear it. i would say to those who are able to just

appreciate this tape enjoy it, but people should not attempt to compare it to any song, band, or anything else. this is just the whole thing, and even the artist does not even claim to be the author.
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last week, i hosted the first of two blood dirt artist interviews by me for a lovely french artist called "fuck tissue”. i have a feeling this is going to be a popular feature if i keep it up. the purpose of this interview is to look at this artist and give you some insight into their music, their thoughts and thoughts on dark fantasy. as before, the interviewer and interviewee do not wish
to be confused with one another and i will be using the term interviewer to refer to the artist and the artist to refer to the interviewer. so the first session for the interview was done in a relatively short time, but i found a couple of good tidbits about the artist and i’ll share those with you today. i hope you enjoy this interview. if you do, please share it with anyone who may
be interested. the ancient magus bride chise's journey is one that we were able to get into so well, mainly because it tackles a lot of deep themes like love, death, and life. it explores these themes through the actions of someone who had a traumatic past and then discovers something new about herself when she moves on to a new adventure. we are drawn to chise, but

also slightly terrified of her because she can be seen as another male entity to coexist with the one that we are comfortable with. the romance, unfortunately, is not what we had hoped it to be. instead, we are simply happy to see chise get her strength back, but also fearful because she may not be able to do so again in the future. the ancient magus bride chise's journey is
one that we were able to get into so well, mainly because it tackles a lot of deep themes like love, death, and life. the ancient magus bride mahoutsukai no yome is a series that could be summarized as whimsical horror. given how the character development in this series is not very well defined, this may not be a best way to describe it. if the cover illustration is to be

believed, though, the manga may be a "vampire plus exorcism" who goes on a journey, fighting monsters in other worlds. i could be talking out of my ass, though. it's the fact that the series has the most outlandish looking character design yet, that made the cuteness plus hate it. 5ec8ef588b
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